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Welcome to a new academic year and an exciting autumn semester
with the Baltic University Programme. I hope you have had a nice
and relaxing summer, and now are full of energy. A special welcome
to Lithuania who is now having the BUP presidency. As always the
BUP summers are intensive. This year we arranged SAIL for Teachers in June and SAIL for Students in September. BUP students from
Germany, the Slovak Republic, Poland, Ukraine and Sweden participated in the Annual Forum of the European Union Strategy for the
Baltic Sea Region (EUSBSR) in Berlin in June; and the Summer
course for students just finished in Rogów, Poland.
The BUP fall will continue with several events. First in line is the second work shop in the Swedish Institute financed project EduBalt, 2-4
October in Ratnieke. About 35 teacher educators from Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia met to present their Change Project related to the
topic Developing Capacity for teaching sustainable development in
the Baltic Sea region.

On the 9-10th of October BUP representatives
will meet in Uppsala for a Pre-Rectors’ Conference. Back-to-back a Centre Directors’ Meeting and a BUP Board Meeting will also take
place.
During the Pre-Rectors’ Conference representatives from the whole BUP network will have
an opportunity to influence the future development of the BUP network as the conclusions Åbo Akademi University 100 year
anniversary.
will be taken to Rectors’ Conference 24-26
January 2018, organised by the BUP Associate
Secretariat in Turku. This conference is a part of the 100 years anniversary of Åbo Akademi University.
In the end of October, the academic teachers’ conference on Innovations for Sustainable Development will be held at the Kaunas University of Technology It is organised within the framework of the Lithuanian BUP Presidency by the Lithuanian and Finnish BUP Centres.
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The conference will address innovative approaches in teaching &
learning as well as achievements and trends in science & technology
towards sustainable development of our societies. The EDU_Lab
team at Kaunas University of Technology will introduce different
modern didactic competences. The idea is to motivate lecturers to
choose and apply suitable and innovative didactic methods for insurance of the quality of studies.
Combined with the teachers conference the 30 teachers that participate in the new BUP course Education for Sustainable Development
in Higher Education will also attend the conference. The course is run
by the BUP centre at Åbo Akademi University.
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The 27th November—1st December the annual PhD Students’ Conference will take place in
Rogów, Poland. This is an excellent opportunity for PhD students to meet over disciplines, to
present some part of the thesis, and to get response on their progress from a senior BUP
mentor.
In an effort to facilitate both teaching and research in the network a new initiative is taken:
BUP Support for Research Cooperation. The initiative is a follow up on the w ork w ith
the BUP Strategy 2017-2020 and decided by the last BUP Board meeting. The initiative has
two parts: BUP Research Notes and BUP Themes.
The aim with the Research Notes is to spread research findings and knowledge on researchers
and research groups in the Baltic Sea region. This is done by giving researchers in the network a possibility to publish information on their research at the BUP web site. The information will also be published on a regular basis in a Research Notes Letter. For that to happen we All need to contribute, you may already now tell us about your research! Request: Researchers, please send your contribution using this form: Research Notes.
And please encourage your colleagues to do the same.
The aim of the BUP Themes is to develop each theme as an information bank where BUP colleagues can collect material but also submit material useful to each other regarding both research and education. We start with the following Themes: Climate, Energy, Food, UrbanRural development, Green infrastructure, Transport and Education for Sustainable Development (ESD). Our hope is that this will lead to more visibility and co-operations among researchers, teachers and students regarding exchange/mobility, common projects, and more
successes in funding and publications. Please, register your contribution using this form: BUP
Themes.
I hope that we will have great response on this, so we are able to launch these two activities
in November when we also will launch the new BUP web page!
I hope to see many of you in Uppsala for the Pre-Rectors’ Conference.
Madeleine Granvik
Associate Professor, Director BUP

Upcoming Events
October
9—10
11
11
22—24

Preparatory Meeting for the BUP Rectors’ Conference,
Uppsala, Sweden
BUP Board Meeting, Uppsala, Sweden
BUP Centre Directors Meeting, Uppsala, Sweden
BUP Teachers’ Conference, Kaunas, Lithuania

November
27 Nov—1 December
BUP PhD Students’ Conference, Rogów, Poland
2018
January
24—26

Note: The dates for the events
may change.
For further and latest information
on the upcoming events please see
the BUP Calendar and List of
Events.
Programs, presentations and other
materials from earlier BUP events
are possible to download from the
Presentations section of the web
site.

5th BUP Rectors’ Conference, Turku / Åbo, Finland
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Welcome to the 5th BUP Rectors’ Conference!
24-26 January 2018 in Turku, Finland
The year 2018 will start with a big and important event for all friends of the Baltic University
Programme: the fifth Rectors’ Conference. This time the conference will take place at Åbo
Akademi University in Turku, Finland. The date is 24-26 January.
This year Finland is celebrating its 100 years of autonomy. Åbo Akademi University will continue the fête in 2018, which is the 100 years anniversary of the modern Åbo Akademi University. Like the Chancellor Ulrika Wolf-Knuts says: “We want to celebrate our anniversary
thoroughly and make Åbo Akademi University known in the entire country and abroad. Åbo
Akademi University stands for diversity, openness, boldness, endurance and inclusion. That is
worth celebrating!”
The Rectors' Conference is the first big event of the 100 years anniversary at Åbo Akademi
University in 2018. Thus, the BUP network is going to be a part of this celebration. We cannot
guarantee a frosty and white landscape – even if we hope for that – but we will promise that
every participant has an essential role in making a successful and fruitful meeting.
The final preparation for the fifth BUP Rectors’ Conference will be set during the PreConference in Uppsala in the beginning of October 2017. However, already now we know that
the keywords in Turku will be internationalization, joint research and mobility. These issues
will be discussed in the name of sustainability and higher education. The Baltic Science Network (2016-2019) is a significant actor in external research co-operation within the Baltic Sea
Region. Therefore, the presence of this project during the Conference will be a valuable start
for further work.
We will offer several keynotes during the days in Turku. For example, the author and consultant Alan AtKisson from Stockholm will give a talk about the role of higher education, learning
and sustainability, and professor Markku Wilenius from the University of Turku will give us
insights in leadership and future trends.
During the workshop session, all the participants have the opportunity to take an active part
in finding new guidelines for a sustainable transition at the university level, and discovering
new paths for further mobility and joint research in the Baltic Sea area.
The BUP General Assembly will
meet during Friday morning, 26
January, and give guidelines to
the BUP International Board for
the years 2018-2020.
Please follow us at the
conference web site for the
latest updates about the program
etc. until the start of the meeting.
The registration is open
until the end of October 2017.
See you in Turku!
The local organising committee at the BUP
Associated Secretariat in Turku (from left):
Sinikka Suomalainen, Paula Lindroos, and
Cecilia Lundberg.
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Ukraine’s BUP Presidency: Looking back
Iryna Kriba, BUP Centre director for Ukraine

It is easy to sit up and take notice,
What is difficult is getting up and taking action.

Honoré de Balzac
I have recently come across this quote and thought it relevant to the situation we are experiencing now in the BUP. In my opinion introducing member countries’ half-year rotating presidency into the BUP structure and activities was a smart decision. The idea to shift responsibilities for BUP events within a half-year period boosts up centres’ and member universities’ initiative and increases their visibility both within the network and in their own countries.
Ukraine was presiding in the BUP during the first half of 2017. I am going to take a look back
at the events taking place in our country as follows:




Academic teachers’ conference “Sustainable Tourism for Development” in Zhovkva;



Center directors meeting in Lviv.

BUP students’ conference “Baltic Region Collaboration in Agenda 2030 Imple-mentation:
My Contribution in Achieving Sustainable Development Goals 2030” in Kyiv;

“Sustainable Tourism for Development”, the topic of the teacher’s conference, was very much
in line with the ideas promoted in the context of 2017 as an international year of sustainable
tourism. More than 40 teachers from Belarus, Latvia, Poland, Sweden and Ukraine gathered
on March 19-22 in the small historical town of Zhovkhva in Lviv region. The conference was
organised by Ivan Franko National University of Lviv in cooperation with WSB University in
Poznan, Poland, and the Baltic University Programme Secretariat in Uppsala. The first conference on sustainable tourism in the history of BUP. It demonstrated a visible interdisciplinary
approach having integrated various aspects of sustainability starting from mathematical models of tourist zones development and finishing with cultural and ethical aspects of tourism under the umbrella of sustainable tourism.
The choice of the conference place was not accidental either: a small 700 hundred year old town situated at the
crossroads of international highways to Poland and the
Baltic states. Due to its complicated history and geographical location the town became a melting pot of different cultures: Ukrainian, Polish and Jewish ones in particular. Since 1994, the central part of the town has had
the status of a historical and architectural reserve.
Zhokva is situated on the border of the natural hilly range
of Roztochchia and the plains of Small Polissia. The natural border overlaps with rich geological, climatic, flora and
fauna boundary of Europe, close to the main European
watershed.
It’s also worth mentioning that Zhovkava became the only small town in Ukraine and Eastern Europe which at the
same time became a party to two energy-saving projects

Kristine Berzina, University of Latvia
Photo: .Yuri Zinko.
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in the framework of the Covenant of Mayors. So, Zhovkva offers broad possibilities for tourism, research and business.
“It was very interesting for me to visit the country, see the current development of the western part of Ukraine and talk with local people. The subject of tourism industry sustainability is
interesting for me personally and professionally, therefore valuable discussions, case studies,
teaching methods and research results contributed for my further development and I applied
for the next Baltic University Programme teachers training.
Zhovkva conference was another good example of current tendencies in business tourism using pleasure principles "Good for you, good for your career" blending of business oriented
trips with personal leisure activities as the hotel had very good recreation center.
What surprised me? Actually, local excursions took me by surprise. Both organised by project
members as well as additionally attained excursions, as this is an area that I think needs to
be researched in Ukraine and developed more for foreign visitors from the point of view of
techniques and applications.
I hope that the next Baltic University Programme sustainability teaching activities will continue to build up our consciousness, knowledge and skills.” (Kristine Berzina, University of Latvia)
“Participation in the conference allowed me to look at the theory of sustainable development
from a new perspective, in the context of tourism industry, which is closely related to natural
resources. It draws on these resources and shapes them. The pace and manner of using natural resources will determine the development prospects of this sector of the economy. Equally important was the possibility of meeting experts in the panel sessions and exchange of
views in the aftermath of discussions.” (Piotr Prus, UTP University of Science and Technology
in Bydgoszcz, Poland)
The annual students’ spring conference “Baltic Region Collaboration in Agenda 2030 Implementation: My Contribution in Achieving Sustainable Development Goals 2030” was organized
in Pushcha Lisova (Kyiv), by National University “Kyiv-Mohyla Academy” in cooperation with
the BUP Secretariat in Uppsala 9 – 13 April 2017.
Students, PhD students and teachers from 23 universities
all over the Baltic region focused on defining regional priorities and instruments to achieve Sustainable Development Goals 2030 with the emphasis on students’ role in
this process.
A trip to Chornobyl, as stated by many students, appeared to be a special event at the conference.
“In the Spring I participated in the BUP STUDENTS
'CONFERENCE, which was held in Kyiv.
Students from all over the Baltic region took part in this
event.
It was a good opportunity to listen to interesting lectures
and take part in workshops. We discussed current problems and took the experience of foreign students.
The most interesting part was the excursion to Chernobyl. It was really impressive. We learned a lot of new and
dispelled myths about the exclusion zone. (Ira Holod, Na- Ira Holod, National University “Lviv Polytechnic”.
tional University “Lviv Polytechnic”)
The Centre Directors’ meeting that was held in Lviv 27-29 March in addition to the discussion
of technical and organizational problems of BUP’s functioning and prospects incorporated
Workshop with Centers directors and invited researchers from Ukraine on the project, mobility, and research cooperation in the framework of the Baltic Science Network.
The participants also enjoyed warm and sunny weather when doing a short sightseeing tour
around the city as well as good food and cozy atmosphere of Lviv restaurants and specialties
Baltic University Programme, CSD Uppsala, Villavägen 16, SE-752 36 Uppsala, Sweden
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BUP Support for Research Cooperation
As a follow up of the work and process with the BUP Strategy 2017-2020 and an effort to
support research cooperation among researchers, BUP will in November launch: BUP Support
for Research Cooperation. Currently the BUP research facilitation effort includes a number of
initiatives. The initiatives are based on input from the network and if not already implemented
will be so in the near future. These are the following:
1. Mobility Grant for young researchers
The main aim with the Mobility Grant is to develop and strengthen the co-operation
among young researchers in the Baltic Sea Region. The grant is intended to support
young scholars from BUP member universities who’s research promote sustainable development. Open to PhD students and Post.doc scholars from all member universities. The
grant covers accommodation and travel expenses up to a maximum value of 3000 EUR.
The research contribution should connect to the field of sustainable development in the
Baltic Sea region. The grant winner will be invited to present the research at a BUP conference, as an opportunity to disseminate results, ideas and create intra-network cooperation.
2. PhD Award
The BUP PhD Award is an annual award given to the author of what is judged to be the
most qualified PhD work defended at any of the member universities belonging to the
Baltic University Programme. The evaluation process of the thesis takes into account the
following criteria: inter-/multi disciplinary approach, novelty, innovation, and value for
promoting sustainable development in the Baltic Sea region. The winner of the award receives a prize in the form of a diploma and a sum of up to 500 EUR to cover travel costs
and/or accommodation for attending a research conference. In addition, BUP will cover
travel costs and accommodation for presenting the research during one BUP event.

Živilė
Stankevičiūtė
(left), Kaunas
University of
Technology, was
awarded for best
PhD thesis defended during the
calendar year
2015.
Martyna
Mokrzecka,
Wroclaw University of Science and
Technology, was
awarded with the
BUP Mobility
Grant 2016.

3. PhD course
The BUP PhD course is an annual event organized by the BUP Polish National Centre usually during one week in the autumn. The training program has its focus on sustainable
development in an interdisciplinary, international, multicultural, and regional context, and
is led by an international team of supervisors. The objective of the course is to give PhD
students from the BUP network countries a possibility to meet and discuss scientific problems,
and to receive response from an external mentor on their PhD thesis progress.

4. Research conference
A research conference is held every year on a special theme in the field of Sustainable development, environmental protection and democracy in the context of the Baltic Sea region.
Speakers are top experts in their field and participants have a scientific background within the
themes discussed. Suggestions for research conference themes including draft of content will
be greatly appreciated and can be submitted to: Magnus Lehman.
5. BUP Scientific Committee
The main role of the Scientific Committee is to evaluate the quality of PhD thesis and research projects submitted for the BUP Award and the BUP Mobility Grants competition. The
experts make the selection among applicants and elaborate review of selected contributions.
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Presently the committee consists of 21 prominent scientists from Belarus, the Czech Republic,
Finland, Germany, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Russia, Slovakia and Sweden.
6. Research Notes
From fall 2017 BUP will on regularly basis start to publish Research Notes – “Research and
Innovation for a Sustainable Baltic Sea Region” on the BUP webpage, and in a Research Notes
Letter to spread to member universities, participating universities and other stakeholders in
society The aim is to spread research findings and knowledge on researchers and research
groups in the Baltic Sea Region.

Request: Researchers, please send your contribution using this form: Research Notes
7. Research Themes
During fall 2017 we launch BUP Themes. The main aim is to develop each Theme as an information bank where BUP colleagues can collect material and also submit material being useful
to spread to each other regarding both research and activities related to education. We start
with the following Themes: Climate, Energy, Food, Urban-Rural development, Green infrastructure, Transport and Education for Sustainable Development (ESD). Our hope is that this
will lead to more visibility and co-operations among researchers, teachers and students regarding exchange/mobility, common projects, and more successful in funding and publications.
Request: Researchers, teachers and students please send your contribution using this form:
BUP Themes.
8. BUP LinkedIn
BUP has a LinkedIn page and also a BUP User group. The aim with the LinkedIn
BUP User group is to function as a database for BUP researchers and teachers to
find out about each other and what research is going on in the network. This is
the main source for BUP researchers to get to know each other’s research.
Request: Researchers please register in BUP User group. This is our chance for
successful future cooperation! Through the user group you will find other people
in the BUP network.
The BUP page on LinkedIn.

9. BUP in the Baltic Science Network
BUP is participating in the project Baltic Science Network (BSN) through the BUP
National Centre in Finland. The BSN network is an Interreg Baltic Sea Region
funded project. Its aim is to provide science and research ministries of the Baltic
Sea region states with an overall coordination framework to develop and implement science policy in a macro-regional dimension and to ensure a better representation of macro-regional interests on the EU level. For more information on
this project, please see the Baltic Science Network web site.
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EUSBSR 2017
Magnus Lehman, Baltic University Programme, Uppsala
This year’s Annual Forum of the European Union Strategy for
the Baltic Sea region (EUSBSR) w as held in Berlin on 13
-14 June, organised by the Federal Foreign Office in Berlin,
the Baltic Sea Commission and the European Commission.
About 800 participants coming from all over Europe came together representing many different stakeholders from politics,
business, non-governmental organisations and the academic
world. The theme this year was ”connectivity” related to the
development of the region and cooperation of the countries
around the Baltic Sea. Important topics of the many sessions
and seminars were environmental protection, improving infrastructure and increased cooperation on energy and science.
The Baltic University programme was represented by a student group with 9 participants from
Germany, the Slovak Republic, Poland, Ukraine and Sweden. Together with CBSS (Council of
the Baltic Sea States) we also organised a seminar on ”Connecting the voice of youth for a
sustainable future of the Baltic Sea region”. About 40 people attended the seminar to discuss
with an invited panel with Maria Stronska, Chernihiv National University of Technology and
Sylvester Nagórka from University of Warsaw, both from the Baltic University, and Kari Lie,
Baltic Sea States Subregional Cooperation, Tillmann Heidelk, President of the Young European
Leadership and Noura Berrouba, representing The European Youth Parliament (EYP). The discussions were moderated by Mirjam Weitushat, also from the BUP, who studies at Zittau/
Görlitz University of Applied Sciences.
Maria Stronska and Sylvester Nagórka described how the Baltic University network connect students from the region with
student conferences and other activities such as the SAIL
course. Maria Stronska also gave practical examples of work
with sustainability among young people in Ukraine. The panellists gave an overview of their organisations and how the work
with reaching out to young people and their efforts to connect
their viewpoints with decision makers. The UN sustainable development goals was discussed and how to implement them
with a youth perspective. Many organisations embed the sustainable goals in their work, even though they are not using
the terms and languages of the UN.
A conclusion of the seminar is that there are many ways to connect the voice of youth with
regard to the development goals. Even though decision making processes is not adapted to
young people, it is possible to have an influence. One member of the audience, who represented the policy area education in the EU strategy, suggested that youth organisations
should reach out to policy area coordinators to meet with them and maybe also participate in
their yearly meetings.
The Annual forum of the EU Strategy is an important meeting place to connect with many
people on common interests for the development of the region, share new ideas, and for new
contacts and partnerships. The Baltic Sea environment is a common interests and responsibility for all countries surrounding it. The German foreign minister Sigmar Gabriel, who opened
the forum, emphasized the importance of increased cooperation between the countries in the
region. Despite political differences and increasing tensions between the EU and Russia, the
Baltic Sea framework could have a positive impact towards improving the situation.
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The next EUSBSR Annual forum is planned to take place in Tallinn, Estonia on 4-5 June 2018.
The 9th Forum will focus mainly on EU cohesion policy after 2020 and the future of EU macroregional strategies. Very important topics will also be 'Environmental state of the Baltic Sea'
and 'Digitalisation'.
Read more about the event at: https://www.balticsea-region-strategy.eu/8th-annual-forum

The BUP delegation in Berlin. From left: Magnus Lehman, Uppsala; Ali Malvern, Lund; Anastasia Starenka, Kyiv; Ivan
Suprun, Kyiv; Matej Smetak, Nitra; Mirjam Weituschat, Zittau; Jonas Praischke, Zittau; Maria Stronska, Kyiv and Ferdinand
Zinner, Zittau.
Photo: Sylwester Nagorka.
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SAIL for Teachers 2017
By Jonas Edlund and Annica Brännlund
Umeå University, Sweden
June 10th, 2017, Cascais, Portugal.
Two people from the north of Sweden (Umeå) get off the train and
start searching for the harbour where the STS Fryderyk Chopin is at
anchor. Before the night enters with its dark sky, they will, together
with about thirty other academics, start a one-week sailing across
the Bay of Biscay with the destination Brest, France. What an adventure!
Previous sail experiences:
Person 1. One week on a tall ship in the Stockholm archipelago
(very calm waters) fifteen years ago.
Person 2. Several journeys with big ferries, e.g., Umeå-Vasa and
Stockholm-Mariehamn. No experience of sailing at all.
As is quite common when meeting many new people, you tend to be
a little more reserved and attempt to make sense of the situation
and figure out what kind of people the “others” are. For this particular event, it is fair to say that the group of people was quite heterogeneous; they did not represent the same academic disciplines,
came from 11 different countries, had diverse cultural backgrounds,
the youngest was in the early twenties and the oldest was nearly
the age of retirement, and all had very different sailing experiences.
While we observed in the harbour that sailing in general seemed to
be a male-world (many men polishing their boats while drinking a
beer and talking to other men) this was not the situation on the
Chopin. The distribution of men and women was rather equal.
After being assigned a bed in a cabin, we were divided into three
groups (watches) with about a dozen people in each. Thereafter, the
"real" crew, around ten persons, introduced some basic sailing training. There were three basic things that we were supposed to learn:
climbing the mast and yards, putting the rafting boat in the water,
and bracing. It was a lot of new information for many of us, and some of the content did definitely not enter the memory in a sustainable way. However, being part of a smaller group
(the watch group) at the same time as we did practical things that most of us did not have
any deeper pre-knowledge about, meant that the shyness and the uncertainty disappeared
rather quickly. Soon we began talking and getting to know each other.
After the training, around 10 PM, the ship left the harbour. Before going to sleep (or taking
the first watch for some of us), the first officer Katarzyna Sałaban called everyone to the
classroom for a security lecture. She started by saying: "Some of you will not attend the full
lecture. However, if you feel that you need to throw up, go on deck and secure yourself with
the harness and carbine hook, and do not throw up on the wind side of the ship". After this
introduction, the first officer continued the security lesson. However, it seems that the most
memorable message was: "if you feel seasick: go on deck, secure yourself, and do not throw
up on the wind side". A few minutes later, the first person left the classroom, and by the end
of the security lesson, more than half of the audience were on deck, in their harnesses, secured and not facing the wind side. Both of us just waited for the first sign of seasickness,
but luckily, that did not happen. Not during this night, and not once in the coming week either. After the security class was finished one of us went to a 2.5 hours sleep before the
0400-0800 watch and the other continued directly to the 2400-0400 watch.
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This first watch was something to remember for a long time. For the one having the 24000400 watch, it was quite a surrealistic view to enter the aft (the rear of the ship). About 10
persons lying on the deck feeling seasick (and about the same number of people lying under
deck in their beds feeling sick too). All on deck were secured but many had not changed their
daytime clothes to a warmer dressing. Thus, most part of this first watch was devoted to find
a more appropriate clothing for those that felt seasick. However, it might be underlined that
the weather conditions were quite rough. After leaving the harbour, we quickly went into high
and wild waters, and the ship behaved more like a fishing boat steaming against the wind
than a sailing ship. Usually, only a few people get seasick, not that 75 per cent of the participants (at least that is what we were told).

After this 24-hour lived experience of what a life of a sailor might be - for some of us quite a
bewildering experience to say the least - the days continued aboard the ship. Over time, people got used to the life at sea. This became evident around meals (at first, only half of the
places were taken, by the end of the week, you sometimes had to que for a place to sit and
eat) and during lectures (first lecture – 5 persons in the audience. Something that improved
dramatically over the days to come).
So, what did we do during the hours of the days? Four hours of academic lectures, eight
hours of watches, breaks for eating and sleeping (sometimes interrupted by sailing alarm; a
general call for everyone to be at your station on deck). And, perhaps most valuable, a lot of
academic discussions, laughter, singing, and personal conversations. Especially the night
watches served to bring people together and being very personal. In addition, the lack of internet and phone connections served this purpose.
Before the journey, we had learned - by several mails - that: 1. We are supposed to be members of the crew and sail the ship, 2. Many of us might get seasick, 3. We would be tired due
to lack of sleep, 4. The nights were cold and dark, and 5. it is not a good idea to bring a hard
suitcase and having high-heels when sailing. Although everything of this turned out to be
true, our memory of the week on board the STS Fryderyk Chopin is entirely a pleasant one. It
was such a joy meeting and working together with people you did not know before. Even the
white bread that was served at every meal brought something good – never has dark whole
grain bread tasted as good as after the sail.
On June 16th,we finally spotted the coast of France, and not even a day remained of the trip.
The last evening together started at a terrace on the mainland – having a drink, and continued later on the ship. One of us had the pleasure to have the last watch, 0400-0800. Watching the sun slowly rise above the horizon, what a view. The final question. Would we do it
again? To be honest, not the day after going ashore, not even the week after. However, when
the ground stops moving to and from (as it does after a few days at sea), after a long warm
shower, a good meal with a glass of red wine, and hours of sleeping… YES, unquestionably,
we would do it all again.
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Learning From Each Other
Sinikka Suomalainen, Åbo Akademi University
University teacher’s competence development in sustainability are emphasized in the course
concepts in two BUP courses organised by the BUP Associated secretariat at Åbo Akademi
University in Turku/Åbo, Finland. The courses also encourage learning in multidisciplinary international groups, learning from each other, critical reflections, and learning to change. The
courses are: SAIL for Teachers and the new course on ESD in Higher Education.
This year the SAIL for Teachers – Sustainability Applied in
International Learning and Teaching– was arranged for the
fifth time. This one-week course has university teachers as
the target group. In addition to input from many disciplines
contributing to the academic part of the course, the importance of team working skills in an international environment are stressed. The participants are working in thematic
groups preparing presentations based on their areas of expertise. The thematic areas and groups are formed on basis
of abstracts each participant sent in their application. Included in the program for the course is also sailing the ship
and to perform all sailing duties, during day and night, under the leadership of a professional crew. The sailing route
in June 2017 was from Cascais in Portugal to Camaret-surMer close to Brest in France.
STS Fryderyk Chopin ready for SAIL for Teachers in

To support university teacher’s competence development in Cascais, Portugal in June 2017.
education for sustainable development is the aim for larger Photo: Sinikka Suomalainen
new course ESD in Higher Education (5 credits). The course
started in September 2017 and is continuing to February
2018. A larger course, which gives certificate in credits, was
asked for by teachers in the BUP network. This new course
is developed to meet these expectations. The BUP International Board has approved this course concept. The focus is
on a change project with the aim to support university
teachers to better integrate sustainable development into
their teaching and courses/programmes. The course starts
with an e-learning part, using the e-learning platform Moodle, on sustainability and climate change issues. This is followed by a face-to-face workshop, arranged in connection
with the BUP Teachers Conference in Kaunas in October.
The course will end with a residential second workshop with
reporting including peer reviewing of the change project.
During the course period, the development of the change project will be done at the home
university, with support and communicating via Moodle. Planning and developing the change
project will be the main outcome of the course. University educators/teachers/researchers
from all disciplines were invited to the course Two or more persons from the same university/
institution were encouraged to apply. An international group of 30 participants from nine
countries from BUP member universities were finally accepted to the course. The course concepts is developed in cooperation with SWEDESD and BUP Associated secretariat at Åbo
Akademi University.
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SAIL for Students 2017
Szczecin—Visby—Edinburgh

Photos by:
Vratislav Gorcik
Hanna Hawwash
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Karolis Keturka

Dorota Mazur
Victoria Myroniuk
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Taras Yavorskyy
Michelle Zuischko

See also the blog Karolis Wanderings: How many lives do we live, or sailing trip to Scotland.
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Short News
BSN Publications
The Baltic Science Network has published a number of working papers in the pdf-format.
They are:


International Mobility of Researchers in the Baltic Sea Region
by Dr Tom Schumacher, Kiel University



Challenges and barriers to research cooperation in the Baltic Sea Region
by Josephine Them Parnas, Danish Agency for Science and Higher Education



Overview of the Best Practices of Researchers’ Mobility Programmes
by Indra Giraitė, Tadas Juknevičius, Research and Higher Education Monitoring and Analysis Centre (MOSTA)



Study on Research Cooperation in the Baltic Sea Region: Existing Networks,
Obstacles and Ways Forward
by Visionary Analytics with support from the Ventspils High Technology Park

Annual Report 2016

The BUP Annual Report (pdf-file) for 2016 is just published. In the report you may read
about:


Baltic University Programme in 2016



Baltic University 25 Year Celebration



Current Baltic University Members



Sustainable City Development Conference



PhD Award and Small Grants



Baltic Science Network



Economic Overview



Conferences, Seminars & Events 2016



And much more.

The Annual Report for 2016 as all previous issues are available for download on this link.

European Newsletter
The consultancy firm Cajoma Consulting has just published it first European Newsletter.
The newsletter covers the following topics: Road safety, sustainable development
and education.
For further information please see Cajoma Consulting web site.
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The BUP Newsletter
The BUP Newsletter publishes materials on the BUP, BUP activities, and on sustainable
development in the Baltic Sea Region. The newsletter is published four times per year and
distributed by e-mail through the BUP mailing-list. Comments, contributions, hints, tips, and
ideas are as always most welcome, please contact the editor: Christian Andersson.
The next issue of this newsletter is planned for end of November 2017.
All previous issues of the BUP Newsletter are available online.

The BUP Mailing-list
The BUP mailing-list has about 1,500 subscribers and is a moderated list, i.e. all contributions
will be approved by a moderator before being published.
To send a message to the list write an email to the address: balticuniversity@lists.uu.se. If
the message is approved it will be sent to all subscribers. If the message is rejected by the
moderators it will not be sent.

How to subscribe or unsubscribe to the BUP Newsletter
If you want to un-subscribe from the BUP mailing-list send an email to sympa@lists.uu.se
with an empty body. In the subject line you write:
SIGNOFF balticuniversity.
If you want to subscribe to the BUP mailing-list send an email to sympa@lists.uu.se with an
empty body. In the subject line you write: SIGNON balticuniversity.
Or contact Magnus Lehman at the BUP secretariat and he will help you.

The BUP Web Sites
Do not forget to visit our web sites every
now and then for the latest updates:
BUP SAIL
BUP in Finland
BUP on facebook

Please see also the associated web sites:
The Baltic Science Network
The Swedish Aral Sea Society
The Uzwater Project

Rewamped web site
The BUP web site will after several years have had a complete overhaul during spring and summer. The new version will be published
shortly.
The biggest difference is that the BUP web site will now be an integrated part of the Uppsala University web site. However, the web
address, http://www.balticuniv.uu.se, will remain the same.
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BUP Map
Cities with BUP universities in December 2016. The green line denotes the Baltic Sea drainage
area. Graphics by Magnus Lehman.
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